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Section - A

Answer any four questions. Each answer carries 5 marks

1. What are the characteristics of computer? Explain briefly?

2. What is operating System? Explain functions of operating system?

3. How can you replace multiple wrong with correct ones at a time in MS Word?

4. Write down the keyboard shortcuts for the following functions:-  
   a) Making fonts bold:
   b) Making fonts underlines:
   c) Making fonts italic:
   d) Increasing font size:

5. What are the memory types explain briefly?

6. What is the procedure of inserting Symbols in an MS Word document?

7. What is a function in Ms Excel? What function is used for counting the number?  
   Explain about max, min and average give examples?

8. How can you insert dates into the footer in the power point presentation? Explain about macro?

Section - B

Answer any three questions.

1. What are the generations of computer and explain?

2. Write steps of mail merge wizard?

3. Explain about relative address and absolute address? Give examples?

4. What is pivot table? Explain with example?

5. What are the memory types and explain?